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Android 4.1+: This game is optimized for devices with Android 4.1+ Requires: 2.2+ Min. Android Version: 2.2+ Max. Android Version: 4.1+ Bugs fixed: • Minor bugs fixed ScreenshotsQ: jquery ajax to internet domain. Why 404 This is my code to access a php file on internet domain ( function getUserInfo(){ $.ajax({ type: "GET", url: "",
dataType: 'json', success: function (response) { document.write(response); setTimeout('showUserInfo()', 5000); } }); } And it will display GET 404 (Not Found) I don't know why. I also try access to other php file on internet domain, all work well. A: The error is occured because of an missing slash. url: "", should be url: "", Q: Page Layout versus
Div Layout I'm just starting out creating websites. What are the differences? I've just read that with a div layout it's not easy to add padding and such, that's why it's better to use the page layout. And for a side note, do you use any specific webdesigning software, like photoshop? A: The way html is designed, you have three dimensions, width,

height and a depth, and you build an html document from these three dimensions. The main function of html is to describe the structure of the content and the way it is organised. To
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Viking Simulator: Valhalla Awaits Features Key:
Fast-paced action and visually breathtaking battles.

Space shooter action with dynamic camera tools that take you to the scene of the action
3D game play and new interface options.

100+ challenging missions and endless variety of objects.
Play the story mode as a single-player, unranked game mode. Play with friends via full leaderboards.

About Star Hunter DX 
It is a space shooter. You have 3 weapons to choose from: Laser cannon, rocket launcher and cannon. In this game, you have a real 3D environment. You can panoramically move around on the world map and observe locations to choose the best places to shoot. Your objective is to destroy enemies: Drones, Battle cruisers, Saboteurs and fighters. You
are judged with your ability to call shots. The game is set in the eve of an interstellar war.

 Star Hunter DX Screenshots 
You can take your screenshots and render them with texture. It is a rendering engine that makes rendering of the game easy and fast. Use the 60 frames per second option to see real-time the action!
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